
Female socket to male 
retractable earth cable

300mm 
cable

Female socket 
earth clip

Earth Lead Alligator Clip for 
Dewar Electronics M1121 
NST Neutral and Supply 
Tester Kit. Yellow/Green 
in colour, banana plug 
connection.

Custom-built hard case 
designed keep the NST 
unit, lead set and manual 
neat and safe. Made from 
polypropylene hard plastic 
material and a moulded firm 
foam base. Size 340mm x 
280mm x 80mm.

Earth Lead Adaptor Cable 
for Dewar Electronics 
M1121 NST Neutral and 
Supply Tester Kit. Cable to 
covert the earth cable in the 
NST kit to a banana plug. 

NOTE: The banana 
plug extension 
can also  be used 
to connect the 
Earth Lead to any 
equipment of the 
customers’ choice 
that comes from 
other suppliers.

Female socket 
to tester

Male retractable 
plug to earth rod

20m

Earth Trailing Lead & Electrode

Adaptor Cable

Alligator Clip Storage Case

08876

08921

09013 09083

Trailing Reel (20m x 1.5mm 
thick green/yellow wire), 
Earth Trailing Lead and 
Electrode  made of 306 
Grade stainless steel 
(inhibits rusting). 450mm 
long stake, reinforcement 
added to top of handle to 
withstand hammering. Terry 
clips to attach to the Earth 
Electrode.

Neutral Supply Tester08757 or 09070 Neutral Supply Testers are used by 
accredited meter installers when placing 
smart meters on domestic and commercial 
switchboards. The NST shows a safe or 
unsafe condition by measuring the voltage 
and impedance in relation to the connected 
active, neutral and reference earth. 

The NST kit consists of the NST unit, lead 
set, hanging clip and user manual. Stock 
code 08757 refers to the M1121 for use in 
New South Wales only, stock code 09070 
refers to the M1120 for use in Queensland, 
Victoria and South Australia. 

Female neutral clip

Female active probe

Accessories for the Neutral Supply Tester
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